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LIMITING BEHAVIOR OF EXTREMA OF CERTAIN CONDITIONALSAMPLE FUNCTIONSZHENWEI ZHOU AND PRANAB K. SENAbstract. Let (X1; Y1); (X2; Y2); : : : ; (Xn; Yn) be independent identically distributed as(X;Y ) (X 2 R+ and Y 2 Rq). Given Y = y, X has the conditional distribution G(xjy)(unknown). We investigate the behavior of the extrema of sample functions of the form	(x;Gnk(xjy)), where Gnk(xjy) is the k nearest neighbor (k-NN) estimator of G(xjy). Speci�-cally, we �rst study the properties of a multiparameter process Wn = k1=2(Gnk(xjy)�G(xjy)),(x; y) 2 R+ � C, where C is a compact set in Rq . Then under some regular conditionswe show that there exists a Gaussian process W (:); such that fk1=2(supx	(x;Gnk(xjy)) �supx	(x;G(xjy))); ; y 2 Cg convergences weakly to W . The above problem is motivated bythe study of the strength of a bundle of parallel �laments in reliability theory when there areconcomitant variates.
1. IntroductionIn reliability theory, there is a considerable literature on the statistical theory of the strengthof a bundle of n parallel �laments or �bres. Suppose that a bundle is clamped at each endand elongated by increasing the distance between the clamps, the problem is to determine theprobabilistic characteristic of the maximum tensile load that the bundle will sustain in termsof the probabilistic and mechanical characteristics of the individual �bre and the clampingmechanism.Let Xn1 � � � � � Xnn be the n ordered values of X1; � � � ;Xn, representing the strengths (non-negative random variables) of individual �laments in a bundle of n parallel �laments of equallength. If we assume that the force of a fre e load on the bundle is distributed equally on each�lament and the strength of an individual �lament is independent of the number of �lamentsin a bundle, then the minimum load Bn beyond which all the �laments of the bundle give awayis de�ned to be the strength of the bundle.1991 Mathematics Subject Classi�cation. Primary 62E20, 62G20; secondary 62G05 62N99 .Key words and phrases. bundle strength of �laments; conditional distribution; conditional sample function;gaussian process; conditional multiparameter process; shrinking neighborhood; extrema.1



2 ZHENWEI ZHOU AND PRANAB K. SENIf a bundle breaks under a load L, then the inequalities nXn1 � L; (n�1)Xn2 � L; � � � ;Xnn � Lare simultaneously satis�ed. Consequently, the bundle strength can be represented as: Bn =maxfnXn1; (n � 1)Xn2; � � � ;Xnng Note that if F̂n(x) is the empirical distribution function forX1; � � � ;Xn, then B�n � n�1Bn = supx�0x[1� F̂n(x)] (see Sue et al.(1970)). The above formu-lation of Bn is due to Daniels (1945) w ho investigated the probability distribution of B�n (Bn)and established its asymptotic normality by very elaborate and complicated analysis. Lateron, Sen et al.(1973), Phoenix and Taylor (1973), Smith (1982),Daniels (1985, 1989), and others studied some extensions of Daniels' model. We will propose another model by allowingsome mechanism variations and investigate its probabilistic properties. Speci�cally, since thestrength of a bundle of �bres depends on the materials, the individu al length, diameter andso on, it is natural to take these kind of variations into account. Let (X1; Y1); � � � ; (Xn; Yn) beindependently distributed as (X;Y ) 2 Rp+1, where X 2 R1, Y 2 Rp, and Xi (i = 1; � � � ; n)represents the strength of the i-th �bre, Yi represents the corresponding individual variations.Instead of F̂n(x), we will use the conditional empirical distribution Ĝn(xjY )|the estimator ofconditional distributi on G(xjY ), and want to study the behavior of the functionals of the form�(y) = supx2R+	(x;G(xjy) ); y 2 C (compact) � Rq:Obviously �(y) has a natural estimator�̂n(y) = supx�0	(x;Gn(xjy)); y 2 C; (1.1)where Gn(xjy) is a estimator of conditional distribution G(xjy):Remark: if 	(x; z) = x(1 � z) and F̂n(xjY ) is replaced by F̂n(x), then (1.1) has the formsupx�0x(1� F̂n(x)) which is the same as B�n.We will explore the behavior of stochastic processVn(y) = k1=2n [�̂n(y) � �(y)];for y belonging to some neighborhood of Y0 2 C where kn, tending to in�nity, is a constantsequence. The study of Vn(y), in turn, may require to investigate the properties of the multi-dimensional parameter conditional empirical processWn(x;y) = k1=2n [Gnkn(xjy) �G(xjy)]; (x;y) 2 R+ � C:The next section deals with the empirical process. First we de�ne the estimator Gnkn(xjy) ofG(xjy) by the nearest neighbor method. If, say, kn observations are used in estimating G(xjy),and kn = [n4=5t]; 0 < a � t � b < 1, then in section 2.1 we show that (in one dimensionalcase) for �xed y; Wn(x;y) converges weakly to a Gaussian process jointly in x and t as itsparameters. In section 2.2 we show that when y varies in a neighborhood of a �xed point y0,



LIMITING BEHAVIOR OF EXTREMA OF CERTAIN CONDITIONAL SAMPLE FUNCTIONS 3process Wn(x;y) converges weakly to a Gaussian process in y (as its parameter). The behaviorof process Vn(y) , as y varies in a neighborhood of a �xed point y0 is investigated in section3. Under some conditions such de�ned Vn(y) converges weakly to a Gaussian process too. Allthe proofs are given in section 4.
2. Asymptotic Properties of the Conditional Empirical Process.In this section we mainly investigate the properties of the stochastic processWn(x;y) = k1=2n [Gnkn(xjy) �G(xjy)]; (x;y) 2 R+ � C:First we de�ne the estimator Gnkn(xjy) of G(xjy) by the nearest neighbor method.Suppose we have a collection of observations f(Xi;Yi); i � 1g which are independent identicallydistributed as (X;Y) ( X 2 R1 representing the strengths and Y � Rq representing thecorresponding variations). Given Y = y, we set Zi = kYi � yk i = 1; � � � ; n; where k:kis a norm on Rq (e.g., Euclidean) so that we have the usual topology. Therefore, we havethe data transform: (Xi;Yi) ! (Xi; Zi); i = 1; � � � ; n: Let 0 � Zn1 � Zn2 � � � � � Znn bethe order statistics corresponding to Z1; Z2; � � � ; Zn, and let Xn1;Xn2; � � � ;Xnn be the inducedorder statistics, i.e. Xni = Xj if Zni = Zj; for i; j = 1; � � � ; n:For every positive integer kn(� n), the kn nearest neighbor (k-NN) empirical distributionestimator of G(xjy) is de�ned byGnkn(xjy) = k�1n knXi=1 I(Xni � x); x 2 R1;where I(A) stands for the indicator function of the set A.Remarks: (1) The induced order statistics Xn1;Xn2; � � � ;Xnn are not i.i.d. (however, they areconditionally independent as stated in the proposition 1). This brings some di�culties in thestudy of related statistics.(2) For any two distinct points y1 and y2; the number of observations kn(yi) (i = 1; 2) beingused to estimate G(xjyi) (i = 1; 2) are small compared to n ( since usually kn=n! 0);(3) As n increases, the intersection of the induced order statistics sets for these two neighborsbecomes asymptotically a null set (by Bahadur theorem), thus the two estimators Gnk(xjy1)and Gnk(xjy2) are asymptotically independent.



4 ZHENWEI ZHOU AND PRANAB K. SENThe induced order statistics have many nice properties. For our purpose we state one of themwhich is due to Bhattacharya (1974). Let G�(�jz) be the conditional distribution of X givenZ = z, thenProposition 1. For every n; the induced order statistics Xn1;Xn2; � � � ;Xnnare conditionally independent given Z1; Z2; � � � ; Zn with conditional distributionsG�(�jZn1); G�(�jZn2); � � � ; G�(�jZnn) r espectively.In the following, for the sake of simplicity, we only consider the situation where y is on the(positive) real line.2.1 An Asymptotic Property of the Conditional Empirical Process. Let kn =[n4=5t], 0 < a � t � b <1, andWn(t; x; y) = k1=2n (Gnkn(xjy)�G(xjy)):Note that for any �xed two points y1 and y2, the processes Wn(t; x; y1) and Wn(t; x; y2) areasymptotically independent. This leads us to �rst consider the case when y is �xed. In thiscase it is expected that the process Wn(t; x; y) possesses some usual properties as the ordinaryempirical process has, namely, as kn tends in�nity, under proper conditionsWn(t; x; y) convergesweakly to a Gaussian process. We show that indeed this is the case.For the random vector (X;Y ), let f(y) denote the marginal density function (pdf) of Y; andg(�jy) the conditional pdf ofX given Y = y with corresponding conditional distribution function(cdf) G(�jy): For any �xed point y0 2 C (compact set) it is assumed that:[A1: ] (a) f(y0) > 0: (2.1)(b) f 00(y) exists in a neighborhood of y0, and there exist � > 0 and a constant A� < 1such that jy � y0j < � impliesjf 00(y)� f 00(y0)j � A�jy � y0j: (2.2)[A2: ] (a) g(�jy0) > 0:(b) The partial derivatives gyy(xjy) of g(xjy) and Gyy(xjy) of G(xjy) exist in a neighbor-hood of y0, and there exist � > 0 and Lebesgue measurable functions u�1(x); u�2(x) andu�3(x) such that for jy � y0j < �;jgy(xjy)j � u�1(x); jgyy(xjy)j � u�2(x);jgyy(xjy)� gyy(xjy0)j � u�3(x)jy � y0j: (2.3)



LIMITING BEHAVIOR OF EXTREMA OF CERTAIN CONDITIONAL SAMPLE FUNCTIONS 5Remarks: (1) Recall that Zi = jYi � y0j, let FZ(z); z � 0; be the marginal distribution of Zi.Then FZ(z) has a density functionfZ(z) = f(y0 + z) + f(y0 � z); z � 0: (2.4)Thus, from (2.1) and (2.2), we conclude that [A1] holds for fZ too.(2) Let G�(xjz) and g�(xjz) be the conditional distribution function and conditional densityfunction of X given Z = z, respectively, thenG�(xjz) = ff(y0 + z)G(xjy0 + z) + f(y0 � z)G(xjy0 � z)g=fZ(z); (2.5)g�(xjz) = ff(y0 + z)g(xjy0 + z) + f(y0 � z)g(xjy0 � z)g=fZ(z): (2.6)(3) Note that G�(xj0) = G(x) and g�(xj0) = g(xjy0): For notational simplicity, from now onG(xjy0) and g(xjy0) will be denoted by G(x) and g(x), respectively.Theorem 1. Under the above conditions, at any �xed point y0;fWn(t; x; y0); t� x 2 [a; b]� [0; 1]; 0 < a < b <1gD! fW (t; x; y0); t� x 2 [a; b]� [0; 1]; 0 < a < b <1g;where W (t; x; y0) is a Gaussian process with mean �(x; y0)t5=2 and covarianceEW (t1; x1; y0)W (t2; x2; y0)= (t2=t1)1=2fG(x1jy0) � G(x1jy0)G(x2jy0)g + �(x1; y0)�(x2; y0)(t1t2)5=2; for t1 � t2; andx1 � x2; where �(x; y0) = 124fGyy(xjy0)f(y0) + 2f 0(y0)Gy(xjy0)g=f3(y0):Remark: This theorem remains true if (2.2) and (2.3) are replaced, respectively, by existing an� > 0 such that jf 00(y)� f 00(y0)j � A�jy � y0j�; (2.7)jgyy(xjy)� gyy(xjy0)j � u�3(x)jy � y0j�: (2.8)The proof of the theorem is given in section 4.2.2 Local Asymptotic Behavior of the Conditional Empirical Process. It is knownthat for distinct two points y1 and y2 the processes Wn(t; x; y1) and Wn(t; x; y2) are asymp-totically independent and each converges to its corresponding Gaussian processes. However,when y1 and y2 are \close" enough (in a shrinking neighborhood of a �xed point), these twoprocesses (Wn(t; x; y1) and Wn(t; x; y2)) may have some dependence structure. In fact, letIn(y0) = fy : jy � y0j � n�1knCg be such a shrinking neighborhood of y0, where C satis�esCf(y0) � 1; and f(y) is the marginal density of random variable Y . For any two points yn and



6 ZHENWEI ZHOU AND PRANAB K. SENy0n belonging to In(y0), let k(yn; y0n) be the number of elements in common between this twoneighbor sets de�ned as before. Consider the intersection set In(yn; y0n) :[yn � (2nf(y0))�1kn; yn + (2nf(y0))�1kn] \ [y0n � (2nf(y0))�1kn; y0n + (2nf(y0))�1kn]:(2.9)Let ln(yn; y0n) be the length of this intersection set, and k(yn; y0n) be the number of observationsin common, then by the Bahadur (1966) representation, we may claim thatn�1k(yn; y0n)� f(y0)ln(yn; yn) = o(n�1kn) a:s:; as n!1:As such, we may reach the conclusion that the number of common observations used in esti-mating Gnkn(xjyn) and Gnkn(xjy0n) asymptotically isnf(y0)ln(yn; y0n)=kn: (2.10)Proposition 2. Let yn = y0 + n�1kns1; y0n = y0 + n�1kns2; s1; s2 2 [�C=2; C=2] and s1 < s2.Thennf(y0)ln(yn; y0n)=kn ! [s1f(y0)� 1=2; s1f(y0) + 1=2] \ [s2f(y0)� 1=2; s2f(y0) + 1=2]; s1 < s2:Proof: note that here kn = [n4=5t]; plug yn = y0+n�1kns1; y0n = y0+n�1kns2 into (2.9) whichgives ln(yn; y0n): Simple calculation shows that (2.10) is nothing but[s1f(y0)� 1=2; s1f(y0) + 1=2] \ [s2f(y0)� 1=2; s2f(y0) + 1=2]:Since when yn and y0n belong to a shrinking neighborhood of a �xed point y0; it has such ainteresting dependence structure between Wn(t; x; yn) and Wn(t; x; y0n); it leads us to furtherinvestigate the properties of the stochastic processWn(t; x; y) when y varying in some shrinkingneighborhood of a �xed point y0.Let W 0n(s) =Wn(t; x(s); y0 + n�1kns); s 2 [�C=2; C=2];where x(s) is de�ned in a way that for any given 0 � p � 1; G(x(s)jy0 + n�1kns) = p: Namely,for any �xed p x(s) = xp(s) � [G(�jy0 + n�1kns)]�1(p): Then, we haveTheorem 2. Suppose [A1], [A2] hold, thenfW 0n(s); s 2 [�C=2; C=2]g D! fW 0(s); s 2 [�C=2; C=2]g;where W 0(s) is a Gaussian process with mean �(x; y0)t5=2 and covariance (s1 < s2)EW 0(s1)W 0(s2) = l(G(x)�G2(xjy0)) + �2(x; y0)t5; where l = 1� f(y0)(s2 � s1):Remarks: This theorem also remains true if the conditions (2.2) and (2.3) are replaced by (2.7)and (2.8).



LIMITING BEHAVIOR OF EXTREMA OF CERTAIN CONDITIONAL SAMPLE FUNCTIONS 73. Limiting Behavior of the Conditional Sample FunctionsIn this section, we will study the properties ofVn(y) = k1=2n [ sup1�i�kn	(Xni; Gnkn(Xnijy))� supx 	(x;G(xjy))]:Notice that for distinct two points y1 and y2 (�xed) Vn(y1) and Vn(y2) are asymptoticallyindependent since the data set involved in estimating G(xjy1) and G(xjy2) are asymptoticallydisjoint. Therefore, it is expected that at each �xed point, say y0, under some conditions Vn(y0)converges to a normal random variable. However, when y varies in a shrinking neighborhood ofthe �xed point y0 2 [�C=2; C=2], as we saw in the previous section that for such y's, Gnkn(xjy)has some dependence structure, it is not surprise that for those y's, Vn(y) also has that kindof structure. More precisely, we reach the conclusion that under some conditions Vn(y) doesconverge to a Gaussian process as y varying in the shrinking neighborhood of a �xed pointy0. Explicitly, for y = y0 + n�1kns; where s 2 [�C=2; C=2] and C satis�es Cf(y0) � 1;we show that under suitable c onditions, Vn(y) is uniformly in probability proportional tok1=2n (Gnk(x0(y)jy) � G(x0(y)jy)); where x0(y) is the point at which 	(x;G(xjy)) reaching itsmaximum.Let G0(xjs) = G(xjy0 + n�1kns); h(x; y) = 	(x;G(xjy));h0(y) = supx 	(x;G(xjy)); hn(x; y) = 	(x;Gnkn(xjy)):The following conditions are assumed:[B1: ] For each y, h(x; y) reaches its maximum h0(y) at a unique point x0(y), and 0 <infy h0(y) � supy h0(y) <1; for y 2 In(y0):[B2: ] The conditional density function g�(xjy) is greater or equal some constant, i.e.g�(xjy) � c > 0 for y in the neighborhood of y0.[B3: ] The partial derivatives of 	(�; �) exist and continuous. Further, it is assumed thatthere exist positive �nite constant ci;mi(> 1); i = 1; 2; independent of y such that for allx : jx� x0(y)j � �(> 0) and uniformly in yh(x0(y); y)� c1jx� x0(y)jm1 � h(x; y) � h(x0(y); y)� c2jx� x0(y)jm2 (3.1)holds, where � may be taken small. In order to avoid confusion, let 	10(�; �) and 	01(�; �)denote the partial derivatives of 	(�; �) w.r.t. its �rst and second variable, respectively.Further, it is assumed that(a) if �(y) = 	01(x0(y); G(x0(y)jy)), then 0 < infy �(y) � supy �(y) <1



8 ZHENWEI ZHOU AND PRANAB K. SEN(b) for all y, j	01(x; y)j � �(x); where �(x) is continuous and �2(x) is uniformly integrablew.r.t. G�(xjy); namelysupy Z�(x)>t �2(x)dG�(xjy)! 0 as t!1 uniformly in y: (3.2)[B4: ] To avoid the possibility of having another local maximum of h(x; y) to be arbitraryclose to h0(y), we impose the following separability condition, i.e. if h1(y) be the secondlargest local maximum of h(x; y), theninfy [h0(y)� h1(y)] > h� > 0: (3.3)Remark: if h(x; y) has a continuous second derivative (w.r.t. x) which is negative and uniformlybounded away from 0, and bounded below in the interval [x0(y)��; x0(y)+�], then (3.1) holdswith m1 = m2 = 2:Then, the main theorem is the following:Theorem 3. under the conditions [A1], [A2], [B1] up to [B4], Vn(y) is uniformly (in y 2In(y0)) in probability proportional to k1=2n (Gnkn(x0(y)jy)�G(x0(y)jy)), namelyVn(y) = k1=2n [ sup1�i�kn	(Xni; Gnkn(Xnijy))� supx 	(x;G(xjy))]= �(y0)k1=2n (Gnkn(x0(y)jy)�G(x0(y)jy)) + op(1) (3.4)where x0 is the point at which 	(x;G(xjy)) reaching its unique maximum, and �(y0) =	01(x0(y0); G(x0(y0)jy0)):The above theorem has some obvious but important consequences. One is at any �xed point ,say, y0, Vn(y0) tends to a normal random variable as n tending to in�nity; another fact is thatwhen y varying in a shrinking neighborhood of y0, Vn(y) converges to a Gaussian process. Westate these facts as corollaries:Corollary 1. Under the same conditions as those in theorem 3, at any given point y0; Vn(y0)is asymptotically normal.Corollary 2. under the conditions of theorem 3, when y varying in a shrinking neighborhoodof y0, i.e. y = y0 + n�1kns; s 2 [�C=2; C=2] and C satis�es Cf(y0) � 1, Vn(y) converges to aGaussian process. 4. Proofs4.1 Preliminary Results (all equalities and inequalities below hold a.s. without speci�ca-tion):



LIMITING BEHAVIOR OF EXTREMA OF CERTAIN CONDITIONAL SAMPLE FUNCTIONS 9Lemma 1. Let k = [n�t] for some � (0 < � < 1) and t (0 < a < t < b <1): Assumption [A1]holds. Then (a) for every A such that Af(y0) > b > a > 0; there exists an n0 <1 such thatP [Zn[bn�]] > An�1+�] � exp[�2n�1+2�(Af(y0)� b)2]; 8n � n0:(b) If Un1 < Un2 < � � � < Unn denote the order statistics in a random sample U1; U2; � � � ; Un ofsize n from uniform distribution [0; 1], then for A > b there exists an n0(<1) such thatP [Un[bn�]] > An�1+�] � exp[�2n�1+2�(A� b)2]; 8n � n0:Hence, Un[bn�] and Zn[bn�] are stochastically O(n�1+�):For the proof of this lemma, we may refer to Bhattacharya and Mack (1987).Lemma 2. Let k = [n4=5t] (0 < a < b <1). Suppose that the assumption [A1] holds, thenk�1 kXi=1Z2ni = f12f2(y0)g�1(k=n)2 +Rnk; where (4.1)maxk�[n4=5b] jRnkj = O(n�3=5) (4.2)A similar result was proved by Bhattachy and Gangopadhyay (1990) under a little strongerconditions. However, the result still is true under [A1] by the similar proof.Note that if k1 = [n4=5t1] and k2 = [n4=5t2] (0 < a < t1 < t2 < b <1), then by (4.1) and (4.2)we havek�1=22 k2Xi=1Z2ni � k�1=21 k1Xi=1Z2ni = f12f2(y0)g�1[(k2=n)2k1=22 � (k1=n)2k1=21 ] +R �nk�! f12f2(y0)g�1[t5=22 � t5=21 ]; (4.3)where maxki�[n4=5b] jR�nkj = O(n�1=5):Lemma 3. Under conditions[A1] and [A2], the following expansions hold for the conditionalpdf g�(xjz) and the conditional cdf G�(xjz) :g�(xjz) = g(x) + (1=2)q(x)z2 + r(x; z)z3; (4.4)G�(xjz) = G(x) + (1=2)Q(x)z2 +R(x; z)z3; (4.5)where g(x) = g(xjy0); G(x) = G(xjy0);q(x) = gyy(xjy0) + 2f 0(y0)gy(xjy0)=f(y0); Q(x) = Gyy(xjy0) + 2f 0(y0)Gy(xjy0)=f(y0);and there exist � > 0 and M <1 such that jq(x)j; jQ(x)j; jr(x; z)j and jR(x; z)j are all boundedby M for 0 < z < �:



10 ZHENWEI ZHOU AND PRANAB K. SENFor the proof, we refer to Bhattacharya and Gangopadhyay (1990). 4.2 Proof of theorem 1:First, the normality of Wn(t; x; y0) : Let knj = [n4=5tj ]; j = 1; 2; � � � ;m; from Wald theorem,it is equivalent to show that 8� 2 Rm arbitrary but �xed, Pmj=1 �jWn(tj ; xj ; y0) tends to anormal random variable as n(kn) tending to 1: Without loss of generality, we assume thatt1 � t2 � � � � � tm: Rewrite Pmj=1 �jWn(tj ; xj ; y0) intokn1Xi=1 mXj=1�jk�1=2nj (IfXni�xjg �G(xj)) + kn2Xi=kn1+1 mXj=2�jk�1=2nj (IfXni�xjg �G(xj)) + � � �+ kn(m�1)Xi=k(m�2)+1 m�1Xj=m�2�jk�1=2nj (IfXni�xjg �G(xj)) + knmXi=k(m�1)+1 �mk�1=2nm (IfXni�xmg �G(xm))� knmXi=1 Vni; where
Vni = 8>>>>><>>>>>: Pmj=1 �jk�1=2nj (IfXni�xjg �G(xj)); for 1 � i � kn1;Pmj=2 �jk�1=2nj (IfXni�xjg �G(xj)); for kn1 + 1 � i � kn2;� � � � � ��mk�1=2nm (IfXni�xmg �G(xm)); for kn(m�1) + 1 � i � knm:Observe that Vni are (conditionally) independent random variables. Using lemma 1 ( k�1nj Z2ni =O(n�6=5)) and lemma 3, it can be showed that for knh + 1 � i � kn(h+1); 1 � h � m � 2(kn0 � 0),�2(Vni) = mXj=h(�jk�1=2nj )2[G(xj)�G2(xj)]+ mXj 6=l=h�j�l(knjknl)�1=2[G(min(xj ; xl))�G(xj)G(xl)] +O(n�6=5);and for kn(m�1) + 1 � i � knm,�2(Vni) = �2k�1nm(G(xm)�G2(xm)): (4.6)



LIMITING BEHAVIOR OF EXTREMA OF CERTAIN CONDITIONAL SAMPLE FUNCTIONS 11Therefore,s2nm � knmXi=1 �2(Vni)! t1 mXj=1�2j t�1j [G(xj)�G2(xj)] + t1 mXj 6=l=1�j�l(tjtl)�1=2[G(min(xj ; xl))�G(xj)G(xl)]+ (t2 � t1)f mXj=2 �2j t�1j )[G(xj)�G2(xj)]+ mXj 6=l=2�j�l(tjtl)�1=2[G(min(xj; xl))�G(xj)G(xl)]g+ � � �+ (tm � t(m�1)0�2mt�1m (G(xm)�G2(xm)) > 0:Note that for all 1 � i � knm, EVni = O(n�4=5): 8� > 01s2nm knmXi=1 E[(Vni �EVni)2IfjVni�EVnij>�snmg]� 1s2nm knmXi=1 E[(Vni �EVni)2 � IfPmj=1 j�j jjIfXni�xjg�G�(xj jZni)j�k1=2n1 �snmg�! 0; as n!1;since for all i; Pmj=1 j�jjjIfXni�xjg � G�(xj jZni)j � 2Pmj=1 j�j j; but k1=2n1 snm ! 1: Thus, theLindeberg condition is satis�ed, and it means that Pmj=1 �jWn(tj; xj ; y0) �! Normal:Next, we prove that Wn(t; x; y0) (t � x 2 [a; b] � (0; 1)) is tight. Let T n = f ikn ; [kna] � i �[knb]g � [0; 1]g; then, Tn is dense in [a; b]� [0; 1]: De�neW �n(t; x) � k1=2n [Gnk(xjy0)�G(x)]� k1=20n [G0n(xjy0)�G(x)]= Wn(t; x; y0)�Wn(t0; x; y0);where t0 = a; k0n = [n4=5a]: Thus,W �n(t; x) vanishes along its lower boundary a� [0; 1][ [a; b]�f0g and its increment over block B = (t1; t2]� (a1; a2] isW �n(B) = [W �n(t2; a2)�W �n(t2; a1)]� [W �n(t1; a2)�W �n(t1; a1)]= [Wn(t2; a2; y0)�Wn(t2; a1; y0)]� [Wn(t1; a2; y0)�Wn(t1; a1; y0)];which is the same as that of Wn(t; x; y0) over the block B: Likewise, for the neighboring blocksC = (t1; t2] � (a2; a3] and D = (t2; t3]� (a1; a2]; the corresponding increments can be similaryobtained. Let Uni(x) � IfXni�xg �G(x);



12 ZHENWEI ZHOU AND PRANAB K. SENfor B2 = (a1; a2], de�neUni(B2) � Uni(a2)� Uni(a1) = Ifa1<Xni�a2g �G(B2);where G(B2) = G(a2)�G(a1): Similarly we de�ne Uni(C2) for block C2 = (a2; a3]: It's easy toshow that EU2ni(B2) � G(B2) +O(n�2=5); (4.7)EU2ni(B2)Uni(C2) � G(B2)G(C2) +O(n�2=5); (4.8)EU2ni(B2)U2ni(C2) � G(B2)G(C2) +O(n�2=5): (4.9)De�ne W ??n (t; x) � n�2=5 knXi=1(IfXni�xg �G(x)); t� x 2 [a; b]� [0; 1]:If W ??n (t; x) is tight on [a; b]� [0; 1], so is W ?n(t; x) (the reason we de�ne W ??n (t; x) is to simplifythe calculation below, such de�ned W ??n (t; x) has a nice representation by Uni(�), but W �n(t; x)does not). Note thatW ??n (B) = [W ??n (t2; a2)�W ??n (t2; a1)]� [W ??n (t1; a2)�W ??n (t1; a1)]= n�2=5 kn2Xi=kn1+1Uni(B2);here knj = [n4=5tj]; j = 1; 2; 3; and B, B2 as before. SimilarlyW ??n (C) = n�2=5 kn2Xi=kn1+1Uni(C2); W ??n (D) = n�2=5 kn3Xi=kn2+1Uni(B2):Thus (by noting (4.7))E[W ??n (B)W ??n (D)]2= n�8=5Ef[ kn2Xi=kn1+1Uni(B2)]2[ kn3Xi=kn2+1Uni(B2)]2g (4.10)� n�8=5Ef[(kn2 � kn1) kn2Xi=kn1+1U2ni(B2)][(kn3 � kn2) kn3Xi=kn2+1U2ni(B2)]g (4.11)� 16[(t2 � t1)G(B2)][(t3 � t2)G(B2)] +O(n�2=5) (4.12)Note that from (4.10) to (4.11), we used the following inequality: for any real numbersx1; x2; � � � ; xk; (Pki=1 xi)2 � kPki=1 x2i : From (4.11) to (4.12) we used the property that for



LIMITING BEHAVIOR OF EXTREMA OF CERTAIN CONDITIONAL SAMPLE FUNCTIONS 13kn1+1 � i � kn2; Uni (Xni) are (conditionally) independent of Unj (Xnj) for kn2+1 � j � kn3:Ef[W ??n (B)]2[W ??n (C)]2g (4.13)= n�8=5Ef kn2Xi=kn1+1U2ni(B2) kn2Xi=kn1+1U2ni(C2) + kn2Xi=kn1+1U2ni(B2)� kn2Xk 6=l=kn1+1Unk(C2)Unl(C2) + kn2Xi=kn1+1U2ni(C2) kn2Xi 6=j=kn1+1Uni(B2)Unj(B2)+ kn2Xi 6=j=kn1+1Uni(B2)Unj(B2) kn2Xk 6=l=kn1+1Unk(C2)Unl(C2)g� I1 + I2 + I3 + I4:By virtue of (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9),I1 � n�8=5[(kn2 � kn1)maxi EU2ni(B2)U2ni(C2)+(kn2 � kn1)(kn2 � kn1 � 1)maxi EU2ni(B2)maxj EU2nj(C2)� 4[(t2 � t1)G(B2)][(t2 � t1)G(C2)] +O(n�2=5)I2 = n�8=5E[ kn2Xi=kn1+1U2ni(B2) kn2Xj=i 6=l=kn1+1Unj(C2)Unl(C2)+ kn2Xi=kn1+1U2ni(B2) kn2Xj 6=i 6=l=kn1+1Unj(C2)Unl(C2)]� n�8=5(kn2 � kn1)(kn2 � kn1 � 1)G(B2)G(C2)+ (1=4)n�8=5(kn2 � kn1)(kn2 � kn1 � 1)(kn2 � kn1 � 2)G(B2)(maxi Z2ni)2 +O(n�2=5)= [(t2 � t1)G(B2)][(t2 � t1)G(C2)] +A1(t2 � t1)(t2 � t1)G(B2)Q2(C2) +O(n�1=5);where A1 is a constant associated with lemma 1 and Q2(C2) = (Q(a3)�Q(a2))2: LikewiseI3 � [(t2 � t1)G(B2)][(t2 � t1)G(C2)] +A2(t2 � t1)(t2 � t1)G(C2)Q2(B2) +O(n�1=5);



14 ZHENWEI ZHOU AND PRANAB K. SENand jI4j = jn�8=5E kn2Xi 6=j=kn1+1Uni(B2)Unj(B2) kn2Xk=i 6=l=kn1+1Uni(C2)Unl(C2)g+ kn2Xi 6=j 6=k 6=l=kn1+1Uni(B2)Unj(B2)Unk(C2)Unl(C2)j� (1=4)n�8=5(kn2 � kn1)(kn2 � kn1 � 1)(kn2 � kn1 � 2)�G(B2)G(C2)jQ(B2)Q(C2)j(A�2n�4=5 +O(n�1))+ n�8=5(kn2 � kn1)(kn2 � kn1 � 1)(kn2 � kn1 � 2)(kn2 � kn1 � 3)�Q2(B2)Q2(C2)j(A�3n�8=5 +O(n�9=5))� A�4[(t2 � t1)G(B2)][(t2 � t1)G(C2)]+A�5[(t2 � t1)G(B2)][(t2 � t1)G(C2)]Q2(B2)Q2(C2) +O(n�1=5);where A2; A�2; A�3; A�4; A�5 are constants. From condition [A2], we know both jQ(B2)j = jQ(a2)�Q(a1)j and jQ(C2)j = jQ(a3)�Q(a2)j are bounded. Now for B� = (x1; x2] 2 [0; 1], de�ne�(B�) = G(B�jy0) + Z x2x1 jgyy(xjy0) + 2f 0(y0)f(y0) gy(xjy0)jdx:It is easy to prove that �(B�) (its extension) is a �nite measure on [0; 1]: By noting the boundnessof jQ(B2)j(jQ(C2)j) we conclude that there exists a constant A such thatjIjj � A[(t2 � t1)�(B2)][(t2 � t1)�(C2)]; j = 1; 2; 3; 4:According to Bickel and Wichura (1971) W ??n (t; x) is tight, so is W ?n(t; x).Note that the process Wn(a; x; y0) is also tight. It can be seen easily from the calculation ofBillingsley type inequality: for 0 � x1 < x < x2E[Wn(a; x; y0)�Wn(a; x1; y0)]2[Wn(a; x2; y0)�Wn(a; x; y0)]2= k�2naE(knaXi=1 Una((x1; x]))2(knaXi=1 Una((x; x2]))2which is the special case of (4.13). Therefore Wn(t; x; y0) is tight. The calculation for thecovariance structure is straight forward. The proof of theorem 1 is complete.If (2.2) and (2.3) are replaced by (2.7) and (2.8), after carefully checking the proofs, one cansee that they go through without any di�culty.



LIMITING BEHAVIOR OF EXTREMA OF CERTAIN CONDITIONAL SAMPLE FUNCTIONS 15Proof of Theorem 2: In this subsection, for the notation simplicity, let~G(x(s)js) � G(x(s)jy0 + n�1kns);Q(x(s)) � ~Gyy(x(s)js) + 2 ~Gy(x(s)js)f 0(y0 + n�1kns)=f(y0 + n�1kns):Expand ~G(x(s)js); Q(x(s)), it is easy to see that~G(x(s)js) = G(x(0)) +O(n�1=5); Q(x(s)) = Q(x(0)) +O(n�1=5);where x(s) � xp(y0 + n�1kns) = [G(�jy0 + n�1kns)]�1(p); for any given p 2 [0; 1] (p may betaken as G(x(0)jy0)): Then, x(s)� x(0) = O(n� 15 ):For the normality of W 0n(s), we need to show that for any � = (�1; �2; � � � ; �m) 2 Rm arbitrarybut �xed and s1; s2; � � � ; sm; Pmj=1 �jW 0n(sj) ! Normal: For notation simplicity, we give theproof of the two dimensional case. The higher dimensional situation can be proved by the sameroutine. 8� 2 R2 arbitrary but �xed and s1 < s2; rewrite �1W 0n(s1) + �2W 0n(s2) as�1k�1=2n Xfi=1;��� ;kngnfcommong(IfXs1ni�x(s1)g � ~G(x(s1)js1))+[�1k�1=2n Xcommon(IfXs1ni�x(s1)g � ~G(x(s1)js1))+�2k�1=2n Xcommon(IfXs2nj�x(s2)g � ~G(x(s2)js2))]+�2k�1=2n Xfj=1;��� ;kngnfcommong(IfXs2nj�x(s2)g � ~G(x(s2)js2))� In;5 + In;6 + In;7;where Xsjni (j = 1; 2) are the induced order statistics with respect to y0 + n�1knsj :First, observe that In;5; In;6; In;7 are (conditionally) independent. Therefore, if we can provethat each of the above terms tends to a normal random variable respectively, then �1W 0n(s1) +�2W 0n(s2) also tends to a normal random variable.Suppose there are k0n terms in common, then according to proposition 2,k0n=kn ! l = 1� f(y0)(s2 � s1):



16 ZHENWEI ZHOU AND PRANAB K. SENWe assume that 0 < l < 1=2 (the proofs for 1=2 � l < 1 are exactly the same), thenEIn;5 = (1=2)�1k�1=2n Q�(x(s1); s1) Xfi=1;��� ;kngnfcommong(Zs1ni )2 +O(n�3=5)= (1=2)�1k�1=2n (Q(x(0)) +O(n�1=5))[kn�2k0nXi=1 (Zs1ni )2 + (1=2) kn�2k0nXi=kn�2k0n(Zs1ni )2]+O(n�3=5)= (1=4)�1k�1=2n Q(x(0))=(12f2(y0))f(kn � 2k0n)[(kn � 2k0n)=n]2+ (1=2)(kn(kn=n)2 � (kn � 2k0n)[(kn � 2k0n)=n]2)g+O(n�1=5)! �1Q(x(0))=(48f2(y0))t5=2[(1 � 2l)3 + 1] (4.14)E[�1k�1=2n (IfXs1ni�x(s1)g � ~G(x(s1)js1))]2 = �21k�1n (G(x(0)) �G2(x(0)) +O(n�1=5)):Note that E[�1k�1=2n (IfXs1ni�x(s1)g� ~G(x(s1)js1))] = O(n�4=5); we have �2(�1k�1=2n (IfXs1ni�x(s1)g�~G(x(s1)js1)) = �21k�1n (G(x(0))�G2(x(0)))+O(n�1): Therefore, the sum of variances for In;5 iss2n1 = Xfi=1;��� ;kngnfcommong �2(IfXs1ni�x(s1)g � ~G(x(s1)js1))= �21k�1n (kn � 2k0n)(G(x(0)) �G2(x(0))) +O(n�1=5)! �21(1� 2l)(G(x(0)) �G2(x(0))) > 0:Hence, 8� > 0, by noting thatIf�1k�1=2n j(IfXs1ni�x(s1)g� ~G(x(s1)js1)�E(IfXs1ni�x(s1)g� ~G(x(s1)js1))j>�sn1g = 0when n is large enough, it's easy to see the Lindeberg condition is satis�ed. Therefore, In;5tends to a normal random variable. Likewise, In;7 also tends to a normal random variable.As for In;6,EIn;6 = (1=2)�1k�1=2n (Q(x(0) +O(n�1=5)) Xcommon(Z(s1)ni )2+ (1=2)�2k�1=2n (Q(x(0)) +O(n�1=5)) Xcommon(Z(s2)nj )2 +O(n�1=5))= �1k�1=2n Q(x(0))(48f2(y0))�1fkn(kn=n)2 � (kn � 2k0n)[(kn � 2k0n)=n]2g+�2k�1=2n Q(x(0))(48f2(y0))�11fkn(kn=n)2 � (kn � 2k0n)[(kn � 2k0n)=n]2g+O(n�1=5)! Q(x(0))(48f2(y0))�1t5=2[1� (1� 2l)3](�1 + �2):



LIMITING BEHAVIOR OF EXTREMA OF CERTAIN CONDITIONAL SAMPLE FUNCTIONS 17For the variance of each term in In;6, since they are in common, for any j, Xnj (w.r.t. s2) mustbe equal to certain Xni (w.r.t. s1). Pairing those Xni's and Xnj 's, then we haveE[�1k�1=2n (IfXs1ni�x(s1)g � ~G(x(s1)js1)) + �2k�1=2n (IfXs2nj�x(s2)g � ~G(x(s2)js2))]2= k�1n (�1 + �2)2E(IfXni�x(0)g �G(x(0)) +O(n�1=5))2= k�1n (�1 + �2)2(G(x(0)) �G2(x(0)) +O(n�1=5)):So the sum of the variance of In;6 iss2n2 = k0nk�1n (�1 + �2)2(G(x(0)) �G2(x(0)) +O(n�1=5))! l(�1 + �2)2(G(x(0)) �G2(x(0))) > 0:Again, the Lindeberg condition is satis�ed for In;6 since the indicator function IAi;j in Lindebergcondition is 0 when n is large enough (for all i; j = 1; 2; � � � ; kn), whereAi;j = fj�1k�1=2n (IfXs1ni�x(s1)g � ~G(x(s1)js1)) + �2k�1=2n (IfXs2nj�x(s2)g � ~G(x(s2)js2))�E[�1k�1=2n (IfXs1ni�x(s1)g � ~G(x(s1)js1)) + �2k�1=2n (IfXs2nj�x(s2)g � ~G(x(s2)js2))]j > �g = �for n large enough. Thus, In;5; In;6; In;7 all tend to a normal random variable, respectively.Since they are independent, so �1W 0n(s1) + �2W 0n(s2) tends to a normal random variable too.The veri�cation of the tightness for W 0n(s) s 2 [�C=2; C=2]; where C satis�es Cf(y0) < 1 : �rstnote that for any two points �C=2 < s1 < s2 < C=2;W 0n(s2)�W 0n(s1) = k�1=2n Xf1;��� ;kngnfcommong[IfXs2ni�x(s2)g � ~G(x(s2)js2)]� k�1=2n Xf1;��� ;kngnfcommong[IfXs1nj�x(s1)g � ~G(x(s1)js1)]+ k�1=2n [ Xcommon(IfXs2ni�x(s2)g � ~G(x(s2)js2))� Xcommon(IfXs1nj�x(s1)g � ~G(x(s1)js1))]:(4.15)For the third term in the above expression since they are in common (corresponding to sameset of Y 0ks in the original data set), so for any Xni (w.r.t. s1) which is corresponding to Yk0 , say,in the original data set (i.e. Xni = Xk0), then Xni must be equal to certain Xnj; j 2 common



18 ZHENWEI ZHOU AND PRANAB K. SEN(w.r.t. s2). Therefor,k�1n Ej Xcommon(IfXs2ni�x(s2)g � ~G(x(s2)js2))� Xcommon(IfXs1nj�x(s1)g � ~G(x(s1)js1))j2= k�1n E[ Xcommon Ifmin(x(s1);x(s2))�Xni�max(x(s1);x(s2))g]2= k�1n E[ Xcommon Ifmin(x(s1);x(s2))�Xni�max(x(s1);x(s2))g+ Xi 6=j2common Ifmin(x(s1);x(s2))�Xni�max(x(s1);x(s2))g � Ifmin(x(s1);x(s2))�Xnj�max(x(s1);x(s2))g]= k�1n fQ(x(0))=2 Xcommon[(Zs2ni )2 � (Zs1ni )2]+Q2(x(0))=4 Xi 6=j2common[(Zs2ni )2 � (Zs1ni )2][(Zs2nj)2 � (Zs1nj)2]g+O(n� 15 )= k�1n k02n maxi;j2common[(Zs2ni )2 � (Zs1ni )2][(Zs2nj)2 � (Zs1nj)2] +O(n� 15 )� A3(s2 � s1)2; (4.16)where A3 is a constant. This is due to the fact that(Zs2ni )2 � (Zs1ni )2 = (Zs2ni + Zs1ni )(Zs2ni � Zs1ni );Zs2ni + Zs1ni � c1n�1=5; jZs2ni � Zs1ni j � c2n�1=5(s2 � s1);where c1 and c2 are some constants.So for �C=2 � s1 < s < s2 � C=2;W 0n(s)�W 0n(s1) = k�1=2n XI11 [IfXsni�x(s)g � ~G(x(s)js)]�k�1=2n XI8 [IfXs1ni�x(s1)g � ~G(x(s1)js1)] + k�1=2n XI9[I10[IfXsni�x(s)g � IfXs1ni�x(s1)g]� In;11(s)� In;8(s1) + In;9(s1; s) + In;10(s1; s)Likewise W 0n(s2)�W 0n(s) = k�1=2n XI12 [IfXs2ni�x(s2)g � ~G(x(s2)js2)]�k�1=2n XI9 [IfXsni�x(s)g � ~G(x(s)js)] + k�1=2n XI10[I11[IfXs2ni�x(s2)g � IfXsni�x(s)g]� In;12(s2)� In;9(s) + In;10(s2; s) + In;11(s2; s)where I8 is the set of those terms (X 0nis) which only involve in estimating G(�jy0 + n�1kns1);I9 is the set of those terms which involve in estimating G(�jy0+n�1kns1) and G(�jy0+n�1kns)but not G(�jy0 + n�1kns2); while I10 is the set of those terms which involve in estimatingG(�jy0 + n�1kns1); G(�jy0 + n�1kns) and G(�jy0 + n�1kns2): Likewise for I11 and I12:



LIMITING BEHAVIOR OF EXTREMA OF CERTAIN CONDITIONAL SAMPLE FUNCTIONS 19Note that by (4.15) and (4.16), we haveEI2n;9(s; s1) � A4(s2 � s1)2; EI2n;10(s; s1) � A5(s2 � s1)2:Similar results hold for In;10(s2; s) and In;11(s2; s): Keep in mind that EI2n;j (j = 8; 9; 10; 11; 12)are bounded (so are EjIn;j j) and, In;j are conditionally independent, so if we can reach thatE(In;11(s)� In;8(s1))2 � constant� (s2 � s1);E(In;12(s2)� In;9(s))2 � constant� (s2 � s1);E((In;11(s)� In;8(s1))In;11(s2; s))2 � constant� (s2 � s1)2;then E[W 0n(s)�W 0n(s1)]2[W 0n(s2)�W 0n(s)]2 � constant� (s2 � s1)2; (4.17)which means the tightness for W 0n(s). ButE(In;11(s)� In;8(s1))2= k�1n E[XI11(s)fIfXsni�x(s)g � ~G(x(s)js)g]2 � 2k�1n E[XI11(s)fIfXsni�x(s)g � ~G(x(s)js)g]�E[ XI8(s1)fIfXs1nj�x(s1)g � ~G(x(s1)js1)g] + k�1n E[ XI8(s1)fIfXs1nj�x(s1)g � ~G(x(s1)js1)g]2� In + IIn + IIIn:Note that (suppose that W 0n(s) and W 0n(s1) have k0n observations in common)In = k�1n E[XI11(s)fIfXsni�x(s)g � ~G(x(s)js)g]2= kn � k0nkn 1kn � k0n XI11(s)EfIfXsni�x(s)g � ~G(x(s)js)g2+ kn � k0nkn 1kn � k0n Xi 6=j2I11(s)(G�(x(s)jZsni)� ~G(x(s)js))� (G�(x(s)jZsnj)� ~G(x(s)js1))� kn � k0nkn (G(x(0)) �G2(x(0))+ 14Q2(x(0))(kn � k0n)2kn maxi;j (Zsni)2(Zs1nj)2 +O(n�1=5) (4.18)� A7(s� s1) � A7(s2 � s1); (4.19)where A7 is a constant, and from (4.18) to (4.19) by noting the facts that(kn � k0n)=kn ! 1� l = 1� [1� (s� s1)f(y0)] � f(y0)(s2 � s1);maxi;j (Zsni)2(Zs1nj)2 � constant� n�4=5:



20 ZHENWEI ZHOU AND PRANAB K. SENLikewise IIIn � A8(s2 � s1): (4.20)As for IIn, sincejIInj = (2=kn)j XI11(s)(G�(x(s)jZsni)� ~G(x(s)js)) � XI8(s1)(G�(x(s1)jZs1nj)� ~G(x(s1)js1)j= 2kn � k0nkn 1kn � k0n [XI11(s)(Zsni)2 XI8(s1)(Zs1nj)2 +O(n�1)]� A9(s2 � s) � A9(s2 � s1): (4.21)Hence, by (4.19), (4.20) and (4.21), there is a constant A10 such thatE[In;11(s)� In;8(s1)]2 � A10(s2 � s1): (4.22)Similarly E[In;12(s2)� In;9(s)]2 � A11(s2 � s1): (4.23)Note that E((In;11(s)� In;8(s1))In;11(s2; s))2 � 2[EI2n;11(s2; s)I28 (s1)+EI2n;11(s2; s)(k�1=2n Xj 6=i2I11(IfXni�x(s)g � ~G(x(s)js)))2 +O(n�1=5)]� A12(s2 � s1)2 (4.24)Combining (4.22), (4.23) and (4.24), we conclude that (4.17) holds, which �nishes the proofof the tightness for W 0n(s): The covariance structure can be obtained by straight calculation.Theorem 2 is proved.4.4 Proof of Theorem 3: Let �n;1 � �n;2 � � � � � �n;kn be the order statistics correspondingto �ni � 	(Xni; G(Xnijy)); i = 1; 2; � � � ; kn: Then �ni are (conditionally) independent with(conditional) distribution F n1 ; F n2 ; � � � ; F nkn : Since supx	(x;G(xjy)) = h0(y), we haveF ni (h0(y)jF) = 1 for all 1 � i � kn and y;where F = �(Zni; 1 � i � n):Lemma 4. Under the regularity conditions [B1] up to [B4], for every � > 0limn!1Pf�n;kn � h0(y)� �=kng = 1 uniformly for all y: (4.25)



LIMITING BEHAVIOR OF EXTREMA OF CERTAIN CONDITIONAL SAMPLE FUNCTIONS 21Proof: by virtue of (3.3) and (3.1), it follows that for every � > 0, there exists an kn, say kn0(�),such that �=kn < h� for all kn � kn0(�) and uniformly in y, also there exists f�(kn)g such thatfor all kn � kn0(�) and uniformly in y;fx : h(x; y) � h0(y)� �=kng � fx : jx� x0(y)j � (1=2)�(kn)g;where (by (3.1)) limn!1 �(kn) = 0; but limn!1kn�(kn) =1:Hence, for every � > 0, kn � kn01� F ni (h0(y)� �=knjF) � PfjXni � x0(y)j � (1=2)�(kn)jFg= Pfx0(y)� (1=2)�(kn) � Xni � x0(y)� (1=2)�(kn)jFg= PfXni 2 [x0(y)� (1=2)�(kn); x0(y) + (1=2)�(kn)]jFg= [G�(x0(y) + (1=2)�(kn)jZni)�G�(x0(y)� (1=2)�(kn)jZni) �= �(kn)g�(x0(y)jZni) � �(kn)c) Pf�n;kn � h0(y)� �=kng = Pf�ni � h0(y)� �=kn; i = 1; 2; � � � ; kng= EfP [�ni � h0(y)� �=kn; i = 1; 2; � � � ; kn]jFg = Ef knYi=1F ni (h0(y)� �=kn)jFg� Ef[k�1n knX1 F ni (h0(y)� �=knjF)]kng � (1� �(kn)c)kn ! 0uniformly in y since kn�(kn)!1:By the de�nition just de�ned, �n;kn must be equal to max1�i�kn 	(Xni; G(Xnijy)) =	(Xn(r); G(Xn(r)jy); where r is a random variable taking integral values between 1 and kn;and Xn(1); � � � ;Xn(kn) are the order statistics corresponding to Xn1; � � � ;Xnkn : Note that r alsodepends on y:Lemma 5. Xn(r) �X0(y) p! 0 uniformly in y: (4.26)Proof: from lemma 4 and (3.1), and by the uniqueness of point at which the supx	(x;G(xjy))reaching its maximum, it follows Xn(r) �X0(y) p! 0 uniformly in y:Consider a set of intervalsI(�; y) = fx : x0(y)� � � x0(y) � x0(y) + �g;



22 ZHENWEI ZHOU AND PRANAB K. SENand let Jn(�; y) = supx2I(�;y)fjk1=2n [Gnkn(xjy0 + n�1kns)�G(xjy0 + n�1kns)]� k1=2n [Gnkn(x0(y)jy0 + n�1kns)�G(x0(y)jy0 + n�1kns)j]:Lemma 6. Jn(�; y) p! 0 as n!1uniformly in y 2 In(y0) as � ! 0:Proof: Using the same techniques and routines as those in the proofs of theorem 1 and theorem2, we can prove that~Wn(x; s) = k�1=2n [Gnkn(xjy0 + n�1kns)�G(xjy0 + n�1kns)] (4.27)is tight for x� s 2 [0; 1] � [�C=2; C=2]: Hence , the lemma follows.The following result is from Suh, Bhattacharyya and Grandage (1970), we state the resultwithout proof.Lemma 7. Suppose random variable X 0is are independent with distribution functions Fi, andlim supZ 1�1 jxjp <1; thenlimP [max1�i�njXij=n1=p > �] = 0 for every � > 0. (4.28)Lemma 8. Under 3.2, max1�i�knk�1=2n �(Xni) = op(1)Proof: Since Xni are (conditionally) independent with distribution function G�(�jZni);from (3.2), the result follows from lemma 7.Lemma 9. Under condition [B3], as n!1max1�i�kn j	(Xni; G(Xnijy))�	(Xni; Gnkn(Xnijy))j = op(1): (4.29)uniformly for y.Proof: Note thatmax1�i�kn j	(Xni; G(Xnijy))�	(Xni; Gnkn(Xnijy))j� [ max1�i�kn k�1=2n �(Xni)][ max1�i�kn k1=2n (G(Xnijy)�Gnkn(Xnijy)):



LIMITING BEHAVIOR OF EXTREMA OF CERTAIN CONDITIONAL SAMPLE FUNCTIONS 23Since for y 2 In(y0)(s 2 [�C=2; C=2]); k1=2n (G(Xnijy) � Gnkn(Xnijy) is tight, it meanssupx k1=2n (G(Xnijy) �Gnkn(Xnijy) is bounded in probability uniformly in y. Thus, the lemmafollows from lemma 8.Now, we are ready to prove the theorem: let�ni(y) = 	(Xni; G(Xnijy)) (1 � i � kn); �ni(y) = 	(Xni; Gnkn(Xnijy)) (1 � i � kn);��n(y) = max1�i�kn �ni(y); ��n(y) = max1�i�kn �ni = 	(Xn(r); G(Xn(r)jy));where r is an integral random variable (1 � r � kn): Let a1n(y); a2n(y) be so de�ned thath(x0(y)� a1n(y); y) = h(x0(y) + a2n(y); y) = h0(y)� ck�1=2n log kn; c > 0:By the uniqueness of the maximum point, both a1n and a2n tend to zero for any y.Noting that Xn(r)(y)! x0(y) uniformly in y, we havePfXn(r)(y) 2 [x0(y)� a1n(y); x0(y) + a2n(y)]g ! 1 uniformly in y:Consider three random setsS1n = fXni(y) : x0(y)� a1n < Xni(y) < x0(y) + a2ng;S2n = fXni(y) : Xni(y) 3 [x0(y)� a1n; x0(y) + a2n]; but jXni(y)� x0(y)j < �g;S3n = fXni(y) : jXni(y)� x0(y)j > �g:Let W �n(y) = k�1=2n (G(x0(y)jy)�Gnkn(x0(y)jy)); thensupi fjk�1=2n (�ni(y)� �ni(y))�	01(x0(y); G(x0(y)jy))W �n(y)j; i 2 S1ng = op(1):It means maxif�ni(y); i 2 S1ng = ��n(y); in probability uniformly in y as n!1: Thus,��n1(y) � maxi f�ni(y); i 2 S1ng= ��n(y) + k�1=2n 	01(x0(y); G(x0(y)jy))W �n (y) + op(k�1=2n )= h0(y) + k�1=2n 	01(x0(y); G(x0(y)jy))W �n (y) + op(k�1=2n ):Note that for every c > 0, uniformly in yP [��n1 > h0(y)� 1=2ck�1=2n log kn]! 1:To prove the theorem, it is su�cient to show that as n(kn)!1, uniformly in y3Xj=2Pfmaxi [�ni(y); i 2 Sjn] � h0(y)� 1=2k�1=2n log kng ! 0
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